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Boopy’s Angels is a selection of outstanding projects
children can fundraise for and follow the progress
throughout the year and beyond.
THE POWER OF CHILDREN
Those projects from around the world are carefully selected to bring a wide vision of our

planet in the field of education, healthcare, environment, sciences &
technology, architecture and more. They show HOPE, determination and resilience as well as

simple clever solutions to challenging problems.

Boopy’s Angels bring children a platform to dream and achieve even bigger

dreams for a better world. It is a non-profit action with 100% of the funds raised going
to wonderful practical projects where everyone makes a difference and understands

the big picture.

With Boopy’s Angels, you can save children from malaria, help people recover their
sight, explode mines that would have killed innocent victims, help rangers protect elephants
and rhinos, give hope to children with cancer, look for a cure to a rare disease, clean the
ocean, build brides in China, spread Peace, light up clinics and support so many more
incredible actions.
With a simple process and support from the Eco-Sys Action Foundation, Boopy’s Angels
will relieve time pressures on busy schools but bring huge social and emotional benefits as well
as INSPIRATION to their students.
This tremendous adventure is opened to ALL STUDENTS (Kindergarten, Primary, College,
University) instilling memories of a lifetime. That’s the power of our children, our today’s
inspiration for a better tomorrow.

Who is Boopy?
Boopy is an eco-detective orange sparrow. Boopy symbolizes hope and strength for
children around the world, always looking for fun and meaningful actions. “Think out of the
box, respect, act and inspire others” is his motto. His colorful flag embodies the spirit of
children helping other kids, eco-systems and endangered species.

CONTACT
info@ecosysfun.com

Boopy’s Angels is administered by the
Eco-Sys Action Foundation (reg.
91/924), 302 Honour Center, 6 Sun Yip
Street, Chaiwan, Hong Kong,

